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orth Carolina’s Green River Gorge is one of our nation’s 
natural jewels. Its lush landscape is a mecca for adventure 
seekers who navigate the twists and turns of the river in 
kayaks and who rappel beside the picturesque waterfalls 

that adorn the steep ravines. Now there is another way to experience the 
region’s intrinsic beauty — from the tops of the trees.

Open since May 2013 near the town of Saluda, The Gorge Zipline 
incorporates a thrilling course that drops more than 1,000 feet as it winds 
its way through 120 acres of old-growth forest. “We want people to feel 
like they are a part of the forest’s canopy when they’re here,” says Sara Bell, 
who owns and operates The Gorge with her husband, Tim. “We tried to 
cut down as few trees as possible to keep the course narrow so you feel like 
the forest has not been manipulated.”

This vision for an adventure travel experience that was fully integrated 
into the natural surroundings extended not only to the course — the 
steepest and fastest in the United States — but also to the building where 
guests are greeted and geared up before embarking on their journey. To 
achieve their goal, the Bells enlisted the help of Sara’s mother, interior 
designer Betsy Brown, of Betsy Brown Interiors, in Birmingham, Alabama, 
and architects Paul Bates and Jeremy Corkern, of Bates Corkern Studio, 
also based in Birmingham.

“Sara and Tim have an intuitive understanding of the value of design 
in creating a powerful experience,” Brown reveals. “Every element — the 
natural slab furniture, the delicate treetop platforms, even the color and 
placement of the helmets and harnesses — was considered in the plan.”

Opening pages: From the main deck of 
The Gorge, visitors can take in the entire 

course. This page: Benches in The Gorge’s 
gear room were built using pine slabs from 

trees removed to build the zipline course. 
Visitors enter through 18-foot doors made 

from reclaimed barn wood.
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Drawing inspiration from the 
weathered barns that dot the western 
North Carolina countryside, the 
design team created a main structure 
with an agrarian appearance, opting 
for corrugated tin siding punctuated 
by soaring eighteen-foot sliding doors 
made from reclaimed barn wood. “We 
try to use salvaged materials in our 
work whenever possible,” Bates points 
out. “They bring a natural age and an 
honesty to new construction.”

Once inside the doors, visitors walk 
through a dramatic breezeway flanked 
by floor-to-ceiling glass walls and out 
to a wide deck perched on the rim of 
the gorge. Music fills the air and the 
amiable banter of the staff sets a relaxed 
mood. Although it’s tempting to rest 
awhile on one of the deck’s tree-stump 
stools and take in the view, the allure 
of the course  pulls visitors away before 
long. Fifteen elements — eleven zips, a 
100-foot sky-bridge, and three rappels 
— lie ahead once you step off the far 
end of the deck.

“I think all ziplines are intense,” Tim 
Bell muses, “but The Gorge is profound. 
You’re speeding through and above the 
forest at about thirty-five miles per 
hour and up to 200 feet off the ground. 
You can hear the river rushing far below 
you, and on a clear day you can see up 
to ninety miles of panoramic view.”

But there’s more to The Gorge than 
just the stunning natural beauty of the 
area and the sense of adventure visitors 
experience here, Bell adds. A highly 
professional staff and state-of-the-art 
safety mechanisms like auto-breaks 
at the bottom of each zip put visitors’ 
minds at ease when looking down at 
the course for the first time. “Most of 
our clients specifically cite our attention 
to safety for making them feel relaxed,” 
he says. “From our perspective, that is 
exactly what we’re trying to do: Provide 
a thrill that pushes anyone’s comfort 
zone in a controlled and managed 
environment.” n

Top to bottom: Experienced guides put visitors at ease before they 
begin their zipline tour. A sky-bridge in the middle of the course 
stretches 100 feet above the forest floor.
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